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Dear editor,

Various open source software hosting sites, such as Github,

provide support for pull-based development and allow de-

velopers to flexibly and efficiently make contributions [1].

In GitHub, contributors fork the project’s main repository

of a project, and independently change their codes. When

a set of changes is ready, contributors create pull requests

and submit them to the main repository. Any developer can

provide comments and exchange opinions regarding pull re-

quests [2, 3]. Developers freely discuss whether the code

style meets the quality standard, repositories require modi-

fication, or submitted codes are of high quality. According

to the comments, the contributors can modify codes. Mem-

bers of the core team of the project, here on, referred to

as integrators, are responsible for inspecting the submitted

code changes, identifying issues (e.g., vulnerabilities), and

deciding whether to accept pull requests and merge these

code changes into the main repository [1]. Integrators act

as the guardians of the project quality.

As projects gain popularity, the volume of incoming pull

requests increases, heavily burdening the integrators [1].

There has been previous study [4] about integrator recom-

mendation for pull requests. Besides recommending integra-

tors, inspecting code changes consumes much of the integra-

tors’ time and effort. An accepted pull request prediction

approach can help the integrators by allowing them to either

enforce an immediate rejection of code changes or allocate

more resources to overcome the deficiency. The integrators

can reduce time wasted on the inspection of rejected code

changes, and focus on more promising ones, which will even-

tually be merged.

In this study, we propose an accepted pull request predic-

tion approach named XGPredict, which builds an XGBoost

classifier based on the training dataset of a project to predict

whether pull requests will be accepted.

First, we extract the code, text, and project features.

The code features measure the characteristics of the modi-

fied code in projects. Text features are extracted from the

natural language descriptions of pull requests, such as the

title and body. The project features mainly analyze recent

development history in projects. The aforementioned fea-

tures can be automatically and immediately extracted when

pull requests are submitted.

Based on these features, we leverage the XGBoost clas-

sifier to predict accepted pull requests. XGPredict com-

putes the acceptance and rejection probabilities of pull re-

quests. If the acceptance probability is higher than or equal

to the rejection probability, the pull request is predicted as

accepted. If the acceptance probability is lower than the re-

jection probability, the pull request is predicted as rejected.

XGPredict not only returns the prediction results but also

provides the acceptance and rejection probabilities of pull re-

quests, which helps integrators to make decisions in a code

review.

In the following part, the XGBoost classifier is introduced

at first. Then, the code, text and project features are de-

scribed. Finally, the framework of the accepted pull request

prediction approach, XGPredict is introduced.

XGBoost. XGBoost (extreme gradient boosting) is a su-

pervised machine learning algorithm that implements a pro-

cess called boosting to yield accurate models [5]. The XG-

Boost inputs comprise pairs of training examples (x0, y0),

(x1, y1), . . ., (xn, yn), where x is a vector of the features

describing the example and y is its label. The output of XG-

Boost is the predicted value ŷ. XGBoost aims to minimize

the loss function L, which indicates the difference between

ŷ and y.

XGBoost uses a decision tree boosting algorithm to min-

imize the loss function L. It sequentially builds an ensemble

of decision tree models. XGBoost uses a greedy algorithm to

choose the feature, which achieves the minimum loss func-

tion L based on the current tree structure, as the node to

split the tree. In particular, XGBoost enumerates the possi-

ble tree structures q. The greedy algorithm commences from

a single leaf and iteratively adds branches to the tree. We

assume that IL and IR are the instance sets of the left and

right nodes after the split. HL and HR are the loss functions

of the left and right subtrees, respectively. GL and GR are

the gradients of the loss function based on the left and right

subtrees, respectively. λ is a penalty for introducing new

leaf nodes, and γ is the complexity cost of introducing new

leaf nodes. Letting I = IL ∪ IR, the loss function after the

split is given as Lsplit =
1
2
[

G
2

L
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G
2
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+
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XGBoost uses the formula specified above to evaluate the
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feature candidates and choose a feature as the node that

minimizes the loss function. XGBoost iteratively chooses

features and sequentially builds an ensemble of decision tree

models. When the tree reaches a preset maximum depth,

the iteration stops and the model is finally built.

Code features. Code features mainly measure the char-

acteristics of code modified in a pull request.

Weißgerber et al. [6] observed that the size of a

patch impacts its acceptance. We use features src churn,

src addition, src deletion, num commits and files changes to

quantify the size of a pull request. src churn is the number of

lines changed by the pull request. src addition is the num-

ber of lines added by the pull request. src deletion is the

number of lines deleted by the pull request. num commits

is the number of commits in the pull request. files changes

is the number of files touched by the pull request.

Furthermore, Pham et al. [7] found that presence of tests

in pull requests increased the integrators’ confidence in ac-

cepting them. Therefore, we use feature has test to investi-

gate whether a pull request contains test files.

Text features. In previous studies, text features were

used to recommend reviewers who decided to accept or re-

ject code changes. Further, we consider text features to

capture the textual characteristics of messages in pull re-

quests. Gousios et al. [8] studied the impacts of comments

on pull requests’ acceptance. Comments are added after the

submission of pull requests. When pull requests are sub-

mitted, we immediately predict acceptance, and we do not

consider comments because they are not yet created. We

mainly study the text in the titles and bodies of the pull

requests.

In GitHub, developers are required to write the titles

and briefly describe the pull requests. Unlike the titles, the

bodies are not necessary; they are used to introduce the

details of pull requests. We use feature has body to mea-

sure whether the pull requests have bodies. Some develop-

ers insert links in titles or bodies that redirect to related

information, such as other pull requests, discussion in Stack

Overflow, or technical websites. Links may provide further

information about pull requests. We use feature text link to

decide whether pull requests include links.

Previous studies used text similarity as a feature to build

machine learning models in reviewer recommendation. We

also use text similarity as a feature to predict which pull

requests would be accepted. The idea is that related pull

requests are often described similarly, and they may have

similar code review results. So the pull requests with the

high text similarity may have similar code review results.

Feature text similarity merged uses cosine similarity to com-

pute the text similarity between a current pull request and

previous pull requests that were accepted in the last three

months. Feature text similarity rejected computes the text

similarity between a current pull request and previous pull

requests that were rejected in the last three months.

Project features. These features quantify receptivity

of the project to pull requests. Following previous stud-

ies [8], we consider feature commits files touched to mea-

sure whether a pull request modifies files that are actively

developed recently in the project. In particular, com-

mits files touched is the number of total direct commits in

the files touched by a pull request three months before the

time at which the pull request was created.

Various open-source projects may have varying stan-

dards for evaluating pull requests. The stringency of recent

code reviews may influence the evaluation results; therefore,

we use features file rejected proportion, last 10 merged,

last 10 rejected, and last pr in the prediction of accepted

pull requests. file rejected proportion is the percentage of

previous rejected pull requests in files touched by the pull re-

quest. last 10 merged is the number of merged pull requests

in 10 recent pull requests. last 10 rejected is the number of

rejected pull requests in 10 recent pull requests. last pr eval-

uates whether the most recent pull request is rejected.

Framework. The framework of XGPredict comprises two

phases: a model-building phase and a prediction phase.

In the model-building phase, we compute code, text, and

project features for each pull request in a training dataset.

Then, we use a weighted vector to represent each pull re-

quest; each element in this vector corresponds to the value

of a feature. There are only two possible results for the

pull request evaluation: accepted or rejected. The predic-

tion of accepted pull requests can be transformed into a bi-

nary classification problem, which is often addressed by ma-

chine learning techniques [9]. According to the pull request

features and their known evaluation results in the training

datasets, we build the classifier XGBoost based on the train-

ing dataset of a project. XGBoost is a scalable end-to-end

tree boosting method [5], that assigns a label (accept or re-

ject) to a data point (in our case: a pull request).

In the prediction phase, we use XGPredict to predict ac-

cepted pull requests. First, XGPredcit extracts the code,

text and project features. Then, it processes these features

into the XGBoost classifier built during the model-building

phase and computes the acceptance and rejection proba-

bilities of the pull requests. If the acceptance probability

is higher than or equal to the rejection probability, an ac-

cepted pull request is predicted; otherwise, the pull request

is predicted as rejected. XGPredict not only returns predic-

tion results but also provides the acceptance and rejection

probabilities of the pull requests, which helps the integrators

to make decisions.

Threats to validity. Threats to external validity relate

to the universality of our study. XGPredict is mainly de-

signed for GitHub, and it is not known if this approach can

be generalized to other OSS platforms. In the future, we

plan to study other platforms, and explore the usability of

XGPredict.

Threats to construct validity relate to the degree to which

the construct being studied is affected by experimental set-

tings. We extract features from code, text and project di-

mensions. We have not studied all the potential features

applicable to the prediction of the accepted pull requests.

In future work, we will study more potential features. For

example, some open-source software projects adopt contin-

uous integration in code reviews. In future work, we plan to

consider the features of continuous integration and explore

the changes int the prediction performance.

Conclusion. In this study, a novel approach for predict-

ing the accepted pull requests based on the XGBoost ma-

chine learning algorithm, called XGPredict, is proposed. We

extract code, text and project features for pull requests in

GitHub and build an XGBoost classifier to predict the ac-

cepted pull requests for each project. The proposed XG-

Predict approach is useful for predicting the accepted pull

requests and improving the code review process.
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